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The widespread use of capacitive MEMS vibratory gyroscopes is powerfully driven by low cost [1]; this is partly determined by factors such as die area and the
number of necessary external components. Important properties of gyroscopes
also include a short start-up time, and resolution that has been recently
improved by applying the mode-matching technique [2,3]. However, the electromechanical feedback loop for active-mode matching requires additional DSP and
chip area, and involves an additional slowly settling loop during the sensor startup. The pseudo-continuous-time (CT) secondary (sense) readout technique
introduced in this paper is applied to the open-loop secondary readout of a gyroscope operating in the low-pass region. The technique alleviates the issues related to complexity and area as well as to the large time constants of the CT readout [4,5] without compromising noise performance or start-up time. The proposed 5.4mW gyroscope interface includes an on-chip HV charge-pump (CP) for
excitation and signal detection.
The block diagram of the interface is shown in Fig. 20.3.1. Reliable start-up and
clock generation require a CT readout to be used for the drive (primary) loop,
although its use can be avoided in the secondary channels. The lossy loop integrator provides the required phase shift, while decreasing the gain at higher frequencies, hence reducing sensitivity to the parasitic resonance modes of the
drive resonator. The HPFs provide low-noise gain and remove the offset of preceding blocks; this is also important for the sine-to-square conversion that is
required to generate a reference clock for the system. To prevent excess phase
noise and glitches in the clock, the noise BW of the amplified primary signal is
limited in the integrator before feeding the sine wave to the reference clock generator. In the generator, the signal is led to a comparator through a passive HPF
(-3dB @ 200Hz) that removes any remaining offset. The phase shift from the
charge-sensitive amplifier (CSA) input to the comparator input can be tuned to
90° with a 1° error over the temperature range. The resulting clock is used as a
reference for the fully integrated PLL and as a clock for the amplitude controller,
which controls the drive loop dynamics and start-up. During initial start-up, the
SC amplitude controller receives few random clock pulses due to the loop DC
settling, and amplifies the input signal, Vref4. The resulting DC control signal maximizes the VGA gain and the drive signal quickly reaches the CP limited level.
When the primary signal has increased sufficiently, the signal amplitude settles
to the level defined by Vref4. In the amplitude controller, filter HPF3, which isolates
the SC controller from the CT readout, has feedback MOSFETs that are also used
in CSA, HPF1 and HPF2. The additional capacitor CF of value 1pF, not present in a
similar biasing scheme reported in [5], levels the voltage across the biasing
MOSFET MB and prevents the shifting of the amplifier input common-mode (CM)
with increasing signal amplitude. The temperature-insensitive capacitive feedback components of the CSA and HPFs provide stable gain. Hence, to stabilize
the gyroscope gain, the controller input is connected to the HPF1 output. The
amplitude extraction is enabled by the 90° phase difference between the subsampling controller and the clock, generated after the integrator. The amplitude
is sampled to CC2, while RC1 limits the noise band, and CC5 removes the 1/f noise
and offset.

In the proposed readout circuit (Fig. 20.3.2) the integration periods occur with a
delay of TP/4 and the resulting output sample period is TS=1/fS=3/2TP. Every second sample (at ϕi and ϕix) reveals the angular velocity and every other one (at ϕq
and ϕqx) the quadrature signal amplitude, while the information is modulated at
fS/2. The notch filter rectifies the signal, thus upconverting 1/f noise and offset.
The notch at fS/2 removes the upconverted disturbances. Another notch filter is
used to extract the quadrature amplitude by sampling the input in ϕq and ϕqx
instead of ϕi and ϕix. The CSA gain is limited by input leakage currents that
change the CSA output with a constant slope during the integration period. The
CSA also determines the power consumption and noise performance of the readout. When the signal in the quadrature phase is zeroed using quadrature compensation, the derivative and hence sensitivity to phase noise is minimized at the
descending edge of ϕi and ϕix, which corresponds to the sampling point.
The prototype is fabricated in a 0.35µm HVCMOS technology. The chip (Fig.
20.3.6) area is 7.9mm2 with an active area of 2.5mm2. The chip is combined with
a 2-axis micro-gyroscope on a PCB and measured using off-chip references. The
DC transfer functions from input angular velocity to sensor output, measured at
the full input range of ±300°/s and in the temperature range from -10 to 90°C,
are shown in Fig. 20.3.3. The noise floors of the sensor, shown in Fig.
20.3.4(a,b), are measured with DC detection of 8.75V, created on-chip using a
2V external Vref3. Though the secondary resonators are symmetrical, the quadrature signal levels differ, which affects the interface noise properties. In addition,
the compensation cannot fully remove the y-channel quadrature signal, which
impairs the linearity and noise performance. The x-channel noise is dominated
by the excessive flicker noise of the front-end, and increased by parasitic capacitance on the PCB and cross-coupled drive noise at frequencies above 10Hz. In
Fig. 20.3.4(c,d) both channels are shown during start-up. The start-up begins
when CP reset is removed, and in 0.4s the secondary channels reach the final
zero-rate output (ZRO) with a maximum error of ±6°/s.
The ASIC for the 2-axis gyroscope draws 1.8mA from the 3V nominal supply.
The proposed pseudo-CT readout technique offers reduced complexity, inherent
amplitude detection and chopper stabilization, with minimal noise increase compared with the CT interface. The system parameters and performance are summarized in Fig. 20.3.5.
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The schematic of the secondary readout is shown in Fig. 20.3.2. The quadrature
signal is electrically compensated by feeding a sample of the primary signal (Fig.
20.3.1) through a tunable capacitor matrix (15fF–500fF). This compact quadrature nulling method prevents the front-end from saturating. The purpose of the
pseudo-CT readout technique is to integrate the input current by half a period
and hence reveal the amplitude without sampling the signal. The integration of
the ideal secondary resonator current, at 90° phase difference compared with
primary signal, starts when ϕr1 goes low. To remove kT/C noise at the CSA output, ϕr2 goes low TP/8 later, as in the CDS SC interface of [6]. The VGA integrates
the CSA output by half of the period to extract the amplitude. Sampling is performed by the notch filter, before which the noise BW is limited by using resistors RBWp and RBWn instead of the VGA bias to preserve the linearity of the CT signal. The minimum BW is determined by the maximum allowed phase droop.
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Figure 20.3.1: Block diagram of the interface including an electrical model and schematic drawing of the sensor element, together with more detailed structures of both the CT
primary readout and amplitude controller (half of the differential circuit is shown).

Figure 20.3.2: Schematic and used clock signals of the secondary readout channel,
which consists of the pseudo-CT readout and the SC notch filters.

Figure 20.3.3: Transfer functions from DC angular velocity to sensor output voltage for
both channels at temperatures from -10 to 90°C in steps of 30°/s and 20°C.
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Figure 20.3.4: Measured (a) x-channel and (b) y-channel noise floors, and measured
(c) x-channel and (d) y-channel outputs during start-up.

Figure 20.3.5: Summary of the measured performance and the open-loop characteristics of the sensor element.
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Figure 20.3.6: Die micrograph.
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